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About This Content

Get 300,000 Red Orbs for purchasing items from Divinity Statues.
300,000 Red Orbs is enough to buy all of the Blue and Purple Orbs and still have more than 50,000 left over for other items.

(With the remaining 50,000 Red Orbs, you could still buy plenty of healing items, for example.)
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the game gives what it says...so far so good.
i will probably update this later, but with 3 hours played it seems a pretty neat life simulator... not too simple not too complex. a
nice middle ground. recommended.. In fairness i'll leave my original review below which I'd wrote only after my initial short
session with the game. It left a good impression with me at the time, but I changed my mind after getting a chance to spend
more time with it. I still really like the atmosphere and artwork, but the rest of the game quickly became bland and predictable.

There's not much of a story for you to invest yourself in the character or what's going on. It feels like a Point A to Point B
interactive story without much of a plot nor variation in between. You play through a series of short levels (small physical areas
that the story progresses you through), each of which typically has a puzzle (more like a task) that you must complete to
progress to the next area such as finding a key for a door. The tasks require no thought or effort whatsoever... basically talking
to this person who says to find some thing that's in plain site to then take here yadda yadda. Now I do occasionally enjoy
walking\/exploration games with good artwork, but there's not enough story to keep my interest and the walking pace kills my
desire to explore the limited level area. I'm sure there's some people who would still enjoy playing it though.

------

Stumbled across this game and decided to pick it up since the artwork\/style looked interesting. So far I've been enjoying it
since I tend to favor these light puzzle \/ exploration kind of games (similar to Oxenfree in that sense). I like how most objects
are interactable with dialog (reminds me a bit of The Fall) to help explore each of the areas. The visuals and sound seem to go
well together to produce surreal\/creepy environments. So far it doesn't feel particularly challenging but rather has a relaxed feel
to the gameplay - but I haven't got too far in the game yet so that may not always be true.

The only complaint that I have about the game is the walking speed. There's only one pace of walking and it feels painfully slow
at times when walking through woods. Luckily I haven't found the need to backtrack much at all but it still bugs me.. Only get
this if you are SUPER nostalgic, the standard game also has a sneaking suit that is basically this suit but looks a few decades
more modern.. Like all of the Avadon series this game is about the story and story it has. It's telling the story of a land and it's
people and you can be an influence in it too. What you do really affects and makes a difference.

Are you a fan of stories that are a bit more about the "Gray area" of morality? Then Avadon is a story you might want to engage
in!

This is the third in the series and I do HIGHLY reccomend you've played through 1 and 2 (Or at least most of them) else a lot of
what is done in this will feel a little odd. While the game can stand alone without knowing the history I've found having played
the previous two it definitely helps.

Very good combat strategy required and the slight changes they've made to how mana and health are both regenerated and
treated in combat are improvements over the previous. Definitely this has been one of my favorites in the series so far! I do love
the character of Red Beard and it's hard to say is he the good guy or the bad guy? You can be the judge of it... who REALLY is
the bad guy in all this? That's up to you to decide because in the end it's just what you believe...

. Nice atmosphere, mechanics are well-introduced and easy to apply, and the puzzles are pretty nice so far. Having an option to
speed up the movement is nice.

I had one brief moment of camera issues when the golem got too far away from me, but that's the only issue I've seen. Would
recommend to friends.. I'd like to share a tale of the great nation of Portugal.

Created a powerful alliance between Portugal, USA, Canada, Mexico, and the UK.

Started to improve the economy and create jobs.

Began to purchase technology and military hardware from allied nations.

The world begins to go into chaos. South Korea begins an invasion of North Korea, Japan declares war on China, Germany
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invades Poland?! (in the year 2021). France, Italy, Denmark declare war on Germany. Germany annexes Denmark. Ukraine
declares war on Poland. Poland ceased to exist. Portugal seeks opportunity and finds it when the nations of Northern Africa
begin to enter a chaotic period of war.

Portugal invades Morocco and Algeria with assistance from Canada, Mexico, USA, UK, and Iceland???? Portugal annexes
Morocco and Algeria, whilst Germany ceases to exist divided in half between Ukraine and the Netherlands which somehow
found its way into the war.

France declares war on Italy and begins to lose, when suddenly Spain joins France in the invasion of Italy, but Italy and Portugal
share a Mutual Defense agreement and thus, Portugal declares war on Spain while Italy fights France.

Spain is almost no longer a nation. Portugal prepares for annexation.

With the Italian and British allies fighting in the north of Europe, Portugal aims its sights at expansion across Africa.

All hail, la nacion de Portugal.. Just thought I'd give aa thumbs up for this game and the previous comment\/review. Nevr done a
review before but was compelled to as it gave me a real blast from the past being some years over 40! I would agree with pretty
much everything previous reviewer has expressed but would just like to add that for \u00a31.99, its a lotta fun even if short
lived. 10P a go for duck hunt at the old arcade (long gone now :( ) in my city back in the day..... Now in proper VR!!
awesome!!!. Another great expansion for order of battle. Highly recommended.. Been playing this game for about 3 hours,
having alot of fun with it so far, if you like 16 bit graphic styles and Legend of Zelda type gameplay with an above average
difficulty, this game is for you.
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It is my first ever review on steam and I will do everything in my power to help Deathgarden not die a second time.

So, after the huge Bloodharvest update, the game really feel polish gameplay wise, both Hunter and Scavenger.

First off,
Hunter I was expecting it to be jank but suprisingly not. Again it is super polish for an Early access game. The gun feel good,
abilities too.
Hunters are really strong compare to Scavengers some of you might say they are overpowered. But I won't since the game is still
new if I can say that. So I will give myself some time learning the strategies etc.

Savenger are really fun to play as. Their movement is so fluide and feel really good. I played DbD a lot (not 1000h like some of
you) but I found it to be way more enjoyable than DbD. Dont get me wrong I love DbD but it's different. It's a breath of fresh
air and it's good. As an FPS lover I love this game.

I don't really know what to say next so try the game for youself while it's still free and build your own opinion of it.
Hopefully you will like it as much as I do.. Arrow Heads is a blast! I first played it at PAX 2017--it's lightning quick to pick up
and loaded with advanced moves to learn. Dodging arrows and landing clutch headshots feels amazing!! I really dig the co-op
mode too, sometimes you just want to work together to snipe some marauding bears. If you're on the fence, grab it--I need more
cannon fodder to slay online... :). Ruan out of money too fast. It tries hard to be like Portal by adopting some of the features that
made Portal a success, it has the omnipresent baddy talking, boxes and buttons, repetitive environments and weird scribbles on
the walls which hint that the final goal may be an elaborate ruse, but it fails. At first it did give me an interesting feeling, like
being a rat in a maze, but that did not last very long. The learning curve is okay, but there is no sense of difficulty progressing
smoothly - one or two insultingly easy chambers can be followed by an annoyingly punishing trial and error based chamber.
Especially in the trail-and-error chambers I found the lack of a quick-load and quick save (or any kind of free saving) quite
annoying. This means that if you trap yourself, you have to go to the main menu. Failing also means to start the entire chamber
again from the beginning, which can be annoying.

Generally not a game I'd recommend. If you are desperate for a Portal-esque puzzle game, I'd first recommend Quantum
Conundrum and then I'd maaaaybe mention Magnetic, but it certainly isn't that good. It wasted a lot of potential.. Puppet Kings
is criminally overlooked.

On the surface, it's a breakout style block-breaking game.

But it goes deeper than that.

The game is made up of entirely bosses and mastery of the paddle and ball is absolutely necessary in order to see everything this
game has to offer.

Many bosses feature a hidden way of defeating them - one example being an alien space ship can either be easily defeated by
killing it's captain, or you can start by breaking each energy orb of the spacecraft. If you break all the orbs, it summons a
chuthulu-esk creature and subsequently leads you down an alternate progression path filled with new bosses and hidden ways of
defeating those too.

The music and art of the game are also fantastic. There are no reused\/reskinned bosses in the 15-20 I've fought so far and many
of them have unique themes tied to them. There's some fantastic animations associated with them too.=

The fact that this game isn't doing well is an absolute travesty.

Here's a video that goes through in detail about why I love this game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4zFMCOSiJFE. stop reading review, start drinking soda, and eating candy bars
this game is nothing out of 10 because the quality of this massstapeese cannot be quantified
by a simple numerical value.
you can eat candy bar
you can eat soda
name another game you can do that all while listening to an excellent metaphor of today's political and social climate
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in america.. I wish there was a 'neutral' option, but unfortunately there isn't. Actually I would recommend this game to someone
who looks for the things this game has to offer because it does them well, it's just that it doesn't offer much.

It's like Spiral Knights aesthetics, combat and equipment system without pay to skip grinding, which is good, but without
anything else, which is bad (and sad). It doesn't even try to give any non-gameplay reasons to keep playing. To some extent it
might have been my fault because I have hoped for too much, but in the end I was disappointed and asked for a refund.

If it ever became a 'fuller' game (I know, not likely), I'd love to play it, though.
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